
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFES AND TRADE 
Thirteenth Session 

lSDRSING PARTY ON SCHEDULES 

CONSOLIDATED SCHEDULES OF CONCESSIONS 

Status of Schedules submitted 

There are listed hereunder the Consolidated Schedules submitted up to 
this date. Contracting parties not agreeing with any of the comments relating 
to the status of these Schedules should, as soon as possible, inform the 
secretariat and the delegation concerned. 

Schedule I - Australia 

The English text as amended by Spec/199/57 and the French text have been 
approved. 

Schedule II - Benelux 

Section A - Metropolitan Territories 

The French text of a second supplement to the Consolidated Schedules of 
1952 (the first supplement is contained in MGT/21 (1954)) was distributed at 
the Twelfth Session. As far as the secretariat is aware no objections have 
been raised. 

Section B - Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi 

The Belgian Government distributed at the Twelfth Session the draft 
Consolidated Schedule of the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi in French and 
English* So far as the secretariat is aware no objections have been raised. 

Schedule 7 - Canada 

The English and French texts have been approved. Replacement pages have 
been circulated by the Canadian Government. 

Schedule VI - Ceylon 

The English and French texts have been approved. 

Schedule X ~ Czechoslovakia 

The Englishaand French texts have been approved. Replacement pages have 
been distributed. 

Schedule YTT - India 

The English text, as amended by MGT/176/56 is approved; Replacement pages 
have been circulated. 
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Schedule XIII - New Zealand 

The draft Consolidated Schedule of New Zealand has been distributed. 
Pending completion of the general revision of the New Zealand tariff and 
of the related negotiations, no further action will be taken in this 
exercise. 

Schedule XIV - Norway' 

The English and French texts have been approved. 

Schedule XV - Pakistan 

The fiugligh text was circulated early this year. As far as the 
secretariat'is aware,' no objections have been raised. 

Schedule XVIII - Union of South Africa 

The English and French texts have been approved. Definitive texts 
have been circulated. - -.'-.. 

Schedule. XIX - United Kingdom 

The English and French texts have been approved. Definitive'texts 
have been circulated. 

Schedule XXI - Indonesia 

The English, text, ' as amonded by Spec/173/57, and the French text have 
been approved. '•..,' 

Schedule XXIV - Finland 

The English text as amended by documents MGT/168/56 and Corrigenda 1, 
2 and 3 has been approved. Tho French text has been distributed and, as 
far as the secretariat is aware, no objections have been raised. 

Schedule XXV - Greece 

The French text has been distributed. Corrigenda have boon sent to 
contracting parties as Spoc/lOl/57. It is believed that some questions are 
ponding. • '•'• 

Schedule XXVII - Italy' * 

The French text as amended has been approved. 

Schedule XXX - Sweden 

The English text as amended by Spec/102/57 has been approved. 
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Schedule XXXIII - Federal Republic of Germany 

The French, and English texts have been approved. Replacement pages 
havo boon distributed. 

Schedule XXXV - Peru 

The English text, as amended by L/483/Add.5, is approved^ Replacement 
pages aro expected. 

Schedule XXXVIII - Japan 

The English text has been approved and replacement pages have been 
distributed. 


